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perilous adj.
risky or dangerous; 
like rafting through 

terrifying rapids
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adj. stormy, wild, or violent 
when the wind and the sea are out of control

tempestuous
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SYNONYMS

adj.

of stories

Used in

stormy
wild

violent

3%

tell a story

Armie rowed frantically  
across the tempestuous sea...

etymology

Tempestuous comes  
from the Latin word 

tempestas, which means 
“storm” or “commotion”.

stormy, wild, or violent
when the wind and the 
sea are out of control
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tempestuous weather 

tempestuous sea

tempestuous relationship

tempestuous
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adj. hungry or starving
when you feel like you could eat an entire dinner in one bite

ravenous
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SYNONYMS

adj.

of stories

Used in
ravenous

hungry 
starving 
famished

3.3%

Nothing could satisfy Grit’s  
ravenous appetite. He licked  
his lips and reached for the...

ravenous dog 

ravenous appetite 

ravenous shark

hungry or starving
when you feel like you could eat  

an entire dinner in one bite

A boy’s appetite grows very 
fast, and in a few moments 

the queer, empty feeling 
had become hunger, and 

the hunger grew bigger and 
bigger, until soon he was as 

ravenous as a bear. 
 

The Adventures of Pinocchio 
by Carlo Collodi 
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adj. greedy or impossible to satisfy
so hungry you never fill up

insatiable
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adj.

of stories

Used in
insatiable

greedy 
hungry 

bottomless

3.7%

Bearnice found a new way to  
feed her insatiable appetite...

insatiable appetite 

insatiable greed 

insatiable curiosity

greedy or impossible to satisfy
so hungry you never fill up

Insatiable comes from the 
Latin word insatiabilis, 

which means “not  
to be satisfied”.

etymology
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adj. shocked or amazed
like how you would feel if you won the lottery

flabbergasted
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SYNONYMS

adj.

of stories

Used in
flabbergasted

shocked 
astonished 

amazed

0.1%

Shang High was flabbergasted! With all 
this lottery money he could finally...

flabbergasted reaction 

flabbergasted audience 

flabbergasted onlooker

shocked or amazed
like how you would feel  
if you won the lottery

The children and  
their parents were too 

flabbergasted to speak. 
 

Charlie and the  
Chocolate Factory 

by Roald Dahl 
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